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Informativa sull'uso dei cookie 
 
The website www.hotnrare.com uses cookies and similar technologies to guarantee the correct 
functioning of the procedures and to improve the experience of use of any online applications. This 
document provides detailed information on the use of cookies and similar technologies, on how they are 
used by HotNRare.com  srl  con sede in Via Pradazzo, 1 - 40012 Calderara di Reno (BO)  

P.i.v.a.: 03187751205 – Tel. 051.0334124 - privacy@hnr.com and on how to manage them. 
  
 
Definizioni 
I cookie sono brevi frammenti di testo (lettere e/o numeri) che al server web di memorizzare sul client (il 
browser) informazioni da riutilizzare nel corso della medesima visita al sito (cookie di sessione) o in 

seguito, anche a distanza di giorni (cookie persistenti). I cookie vengono memorizzati, in base alle 
preferenze dell'utente, dal singolo browser sullo specifico dispositivo utilizzato (computer, tablet, 
smartphone). Tecnologie similari, come, ad esempio, web beacon, GIF trasparenti e tutte le forme di 
storage locale introdotte con HTML5, sono utilizzabili per raccogliere informazioni sul comportamento 

dell'utente e sull'utilizzo dei servizi. Nel seguito di questo documento faremo riferimento ai cookie e a 
tutte le tecnologie similari utilizzando semplicemente il termine “cookie”. 
 

 
Types of cookies 
Based on the characteristics and use of cookies we can distinguish different categories: 
 
Technical cookies, or strictly necessary. These cookies are essential for the proper functioning of the 
site. The duration of cookies is usually limited to the work session (the browser is closed and deleted).            
 

Analysis and performance cookies. These cookies are used to collect and analyze the traffic and use 
of the site anonymously. These cookies, even without identifying the user, allow, for example, to detect if 
the same user returns to connect at different times. They also allow you to monitor the system and 
improve its performance and usability. 

 
Profiling cookies. These are permanent cookies used to identify (anonymously or not) user preferences 

and improve their browsing experience. The www.annamariabonesi.com website does not use cookies 
of this type. 
 
Third-party cookies. By visiting a website, you may receive cookies from both the visited site 
("owners") and from sites managed by other organizations ("third parties"). A notable example is the 
presence of "social plugins" for Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and LinkedIn. These are parts of the page 
visited generated directly by the aforementioned sites and integrated into the page of the host site. The 

most common use of social plugins is aimed at sharing content on social networks. The presence of these 
plugins involves the transmission of cookies to and from all sites managed by third parties. The 
management of information collected by "third parties" is governed by the relevant information to which 
reference is made. 
 

AddThis 
AddThis is a third-party widget, integrated into websites to allow easy sharing of pages and content on 

the most popular social networks, to send them via email or print them. Through its own cookies, 
AddThis stores the number of shares on a page, and proposes, based on shared contents, advertisements 
on products and services that may be of interest to the user.  
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Cookies on the site 

Nome Tipo Scadenza 

PHPSESSID Technical cookie End of session 

_ga Analysis and performance cookie – 

Google Analytics 

2 years 

_gid Analysis and performance cookie – 
Google Analytics 

2 days 

accetto_implicitamente Technical cookie End of session 

datr  
fr 
sb 

Technical cookie - Facebook) 
Prevent the creation of fake accounts and 
spammy accounts. 
Lower the risk of users’ accounts being 
taken over by other people. 
Protect users’ content against theft. 

Prevent DDoS (distributed denial of 
service) attacks that could make 

Facebook inaccessible to some users. 
The cookie tracks users’ online activity, 
whether they have a Facebook account. 

datr 2 years 
fr 3 months 

 

 

Cookie management 
The user can decide whether or not to accept cookies using the settings of his browser. The usability of 
the contents of the site is also possible by completely disabling cookies. The setting can be defined 
specifically for different websites and web applications. In addition, the best browsers allow you to define 
different settings for "owner" and "third-party" cookies. 
 

As an example, in Firefox, through the menu Tools-> Options> Privacy, you can access a control panel 
where you can define whether or not to accept the different types of cookies and proceed with their 

removal. Below are the procedures for removing and disabling cookies for the main browsers: 
 
Google Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it  
 

Mozilla Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Gestione%20dei%20cookie  
 
Microsoft Internet Explorer: http://windows.microsoft.com/it-it/internet-explorer/delete-
manage-cookies#ie=ie-11  
 
Microsoft Edge: https://privacy.microsoft.com/it-it/windows-10-microsoft-edge-and-privacy  
 

Opera: http://help.opera.com/Windows/10.00/it/cookies.html  
 
Apple Safari: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1677?viewlocale=it_IT    

 
For more information on how to manage, delete or inhibit the use of cookies depending on the browser 
used, you can also visit the websites www.aboutcookies.org  and www.allaboutcookies.org . 
 

For the management of cookies from mobile devices (smartphones and tablets), we recommend referring 
to the relative user manuals. 
 
Update of the information 
The owner of the www.hotnrare.com website will keep this information updated. 
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